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complexity through the reduction of onboard wiring dedicated
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to train control and other functions, the improvement of
performance and applications incompatibilities, and finally, the
development of a certification process based on simulation in
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order to reduce the effort and the time consuming for subsystem
integration and TCMS commissioning.
In this sense, CONNECTA-2 will continue the activities already
started by CONNECTA to bring technologies to TRL5 and deploy
them in relevant laboratory scenarios. Therefore, CONNECTA-2
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envisages completing a new TCMS architecture, mixing wired
and wireless communications, enhanced interoperability, and
drive-by-data concept. In order to achieve this goal, CONNECTA-2
will continue the work of CONNECTA through the definition of
new protocols and application profiles, supporting reallocation of
functions in software framework, the definition and validation of
wireless technology, the definition, the design and manufacture
of new devices (routers, repeaters, sensors, end-devices,
gateways...), always taking into account safety and security
aspects.
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Project Structure
and Objectives

u uTo implement the new train-wide communication network
(known as NG-TCN) for full TCMS support including the
replacement of train lines, connecting safety functions
up to SIL4 and support of “fail-safe” and “fail-tolerant”

The structure of the work plan is designed around six technical

principles, to provide an optimal train network for TCMS

Work Packages (i.e. WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5 and WP6) and

and OMTS (Onboard Multimedia and Telematic Services) as

two Work Packages dedicated to dissemination and management

well as communication mean for non-TCMS functions, as

respectively (i.e. WP7 and WP8).

defined in CONNECTA.

The first two Work Packages continue with transversal activities
already started in CONNECTA, like updating specifications upon

u uTo continue with the standardisation of functional interfaces of functions (application profiles).

the implementation of technologies and their testing (V-model)
or like adding new application profiles for local control and for the

u uTo implement the Functional Open Coupling (FOC) concept

Functional Open Coupling. In addition, exploratory activities for

to facilitate the coupling of two or more consists supplied

enhanced visualisation are now included. WP3 to WP6 focus on the

by different manufacturers and which could have different

two laboratory demonstrators, the regional and the urban one. The

train functions.

four Work Packages cover the specification of the demonstrators and
their tests, the implementation of the required technologies and the

u uTo develop the simulation framework, defined by

deployment/testing on each of them. The outputs and conclusions

CONNECTA, in which all subsystems of the train can be

of the technical Work Packages will be disseminated, exploited and

simulated, allowing remote and distributed testing

communicated to relevant audiences (WP7). The project management

including hardware-in-the-loop through heterogeneous

and technical coordination work will embrace all technical activities

communication networks.

to ensure efficient management of the project (WP8).

u uTo implement the Functional Distribution Framework (FDF)
The high level objective of the work is to continue the activities

to allow the new function-centric approach for the TCMS

started in CONNECTA to bring the technologies to TRL5 and deploying

and the reduction of the number of onboard electronics

them in two laboratory demonstrators. The specific actions to be

and of complexity.

undertaken within the scope of CONNECTA-2 contributing to the

u uTo integrate into the NG-TCN safety critical functions.

above high level targets are:

u uTo continue the development of wireless technologies for
the train communication networks, including the wireless

u uTo validate non-railway standards and technologies for
use in safety-related railway applications.

ECN, the wireless ETB, the train-to-ground communication
and the train-to-train communication.
FIGURE 1
CONNECTA-2
Project Structure

WP1- General Specification and updated requirements definition
WP2- Deployment of transversal technologies and analysis of new technologies
WP3- Technical specification and implementation of components for lab demonstrators
WP4- Test definition for lab demonstrators
WP5- Implementation and test execution
in urban lab demonstrator

WP6- Implementation and test execution
in regional lab demonstrator

WP7- Dissemination and exploitation
WP8- Project Management and Technical Coordination
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Cornerstone
Technologies for Next
GenerationTCMS
Application Profiles and Functional
Distributed Framework

CONNECTA-2 has now defined the application programming
interface (FDF-API) that enables the subsystem providers to
develop one software solution that may be used for different rolling
stock system integrators. The FDF-API is defined in such a way that
it might be simply mapped to different technical solutions without
changing the source code of the subsystem controller.
For the definition of standardized functional interfaces, called
Application Profiles, between TCMS and a subsystem a model-

The current TCMS solutions integrate heterogeneous subsystems,

based approach has been introduced in CONNECTA. Built upon the

which are linked to particular train functions: the door subsystem

standard modelling language SysML, this method contributes to

facilitates passenger and train staff access; the HVAC subsystem

the increased common understanding of how TCMS and specific

guarantees air quality and comfortable temperatures, etc. These

subsystems interact with each other. The anticipated effects of

subsystems are normally provided by different suppliers and

the approach are geared towards reducing the engineering efforts,

comprise all the elements required to realise the requested function,

costs and risks for product development and integration in the

such as sensors, actuators, control logic and processing devices.

rolling stock projects.

The TCMS also includes a Central Control Unit (CCU) that coordinates
the subsystems and communication channels between all the

In CONNECTA-2 the modelling method is being consolidated and

system components.

applied to the applications. Besides the enhancements on the
Application Profiles for HVAC and Doors from CONNECTA, new

The consist and train level functions are then achieved through a

Application Profiles for Lavatories and Automatic Train Operation

heterogeneous combination of control logic, processing devices and

(ATO over ECTS) are being created. The results from the definitions

communication channels. This is a completely valid approach that

made for ATO Application Profile were already used to validate the

has worked for years but there are certain drawbacks linked to it:

draft specification of the functional interface (FIS) between TCMS
and ATO on-board unit, which is in the process of being standardized

u uThe heterogeneity of the system is a burden not only for

in the scope of complementary project X2Rail.

the initial design and implementation, but also during the
whole rolling stock lifecycle since many different hard-

In addition to the functional interfaces between TCMS and a specific

ware and software elements need to be maintained.

subsystem, CONNECTA-2 is working on extending the Application

u uSpecific solutions need to be found to guarantee
separation between safety-related and non-safetyrelated applications, which normally result in hardware
separation.

u uThe modification of particular applications can affect
other applications and this complicates the

Profiles for HVAC and Doors. These extensions include on the one
hand the interface specifications for Functional Open Coupling,
in order to support standardized information exchange between
consists of different manufacturers. On the other hand, technical
specifications are also provided to facilitate the implementation
and evaluation of these Applications Profiles for the laboratory
demonstrators.

recertification process after changes.
The FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION FRAMEWORK (FDF) is a combination
of an architecture and software interfaces that enables to
overcome the limitations and problems of the existing solution. The
architectural change is, that the sensors and actors of the door or
HVAC subsystem are directly connected to the consist network that
is now based on a new set of standards (TIME SENSITIVE NETWORK
- TSN) and enables real time communication with enhanced
possibilities to separate in a secure way safety and not safety
related information and provides additional redundancy features.
This new network technology allows to remove the controllers
from the subsystems (e.g. doors, HVAC) and to move the control
software that was originally deployed on these processors to one
or multiple CCUs of the TCMS.

Thus, the existing heterogenous solutions according to the used
architectures, safety concepts, processors for the subsystems
are replaced by a homogenous approach standardized in the railway
domain. This reduces the engineering costs for:

u uthe integration from the subsystems in the TCMS because
standard application profiles and architectures are used

u uthe safety concepts and assessment because standard
concepts are employed

u uthe obsolescence during the service phase because less
heterogenous hardware is used in the train
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Drive-by-Data

u uScheduled data transmission for time critical data (IEEE
802.1.Qbv)

The drive-by-data technology specified during CONNECTA

1

provides the features and functions required for a future-oriented
high performance, safe and secure train communication network,
used as the unique backbone for interconnecting all intelligent
equipment onboard modern trains. This involves devices of the
train communication and management domain (TCMS), but also
operator- and customer-oriented service devices (CCTV, PIS,
PA etc.). Drive-by data can be characterized with the following
features:

u uGbE transmission rate for train backbone and consist
network

u uEthernet train backbone (ETB) with two separated

u uSafe train inauguration for a safety integrity up to SIL4
u uSafe data communication for a safety integrity up to SIL4
u uSupport of security features using state-of-the-art security technologies, evaluated and selected in accordance
to modern security standards like IEC 62443 and EN TS
50701.
With these features, the Next Generation TCN (NG-TCN)
architecture is capable to replace all legacy wire-bound onboard
communication systems including train lines with one common
train communication network. While CONNECTA ended with the
specification, CONNECTA-2 is going to implement this architecture

communication lines (left/right) interconnecting all the

as part of the laboratory demonstrators. Those demonstrators are

consists within a train (Figure 2).

then used to provide a drive-by-data proof of-concept, especially

u uTwo virtual communication “planes” (A/B on consist level,
mapped to left/right on train level) for the parallel trans-

by performing network performance measurements with respect
to data throughput, latency, jitter and redundancy.

mission of replicated critical data (IEEE 802.1.CB).

FIGURE 2
NG-TCN
Network Architecture

1

See CONNECTA Newsletter September 2018 at http://cta1.s2r-connecta.eu
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Cornerstone Technologies for Next Generation TCMS

Wireless TCMS
— Wireless Train Backbone
The Wireless Train Backbone (WLTB) aims to remove the wiring
used currently in train-level networks. The WLTB specification has
been designed in a way that is able to work with legacy consist
networks as well as with the NG-TCN defined by CONNECTA project.
The following figure illustrates the use of two redundant Wireless

FIGURE 4
WLTBN internal
architecture

Train Backbone Nodes, one connected to one of the ECN planes
of the NG-TCN.

This radio split between TCMS and OMTS provides enough flexibility
to overcome one of the problems detected in CONNECTA project’s
field tests which demonstrated that deterministic traffic cannot
cover the data rate required by OMTS, but non-deterministic radio
technologies, such as 802.11, can do it. CONNECTA-2 project will
test Wireless Device prototypes deployed by Safe4Rail-2 project
for TCMS domain which will be based on LTE-V2X.
The main objective of this functional split is twofold. On the one hand,
FIGURE 3
Wireless Train
Backbone Nodes

it allows locating railway-specific technologies and procedures, such
as inauguration, in the Adapted ETBN, while connectivity functions
can be served by COTS wireless devices. On the other hand, this

The WLTBN consists of two functional blocks that can be placed in

differentiation prevents to mix different lifecycles and evolution

a single device or in different devices: an Adapted ETBN (AETBN)

paces of telecommunication and railway industries.

and the Wireless Devices (WD). The next figure depicts the internal
architecture of the WLTBN. In this figure there are two logical

The wireless inauguration is based on the existing wired inauguration

connections, orange and blue, which represent two connections

specified in the IEC 61375 standard series. However, due to the

for TCMS and OMTS domain respectively. These logical connections

nature of the wireless domain, the TTDP HELLO frames have been

may be established with physical ports or with different VLANs,

removed and RFID transceivers are proposed instead to discover

depending if the radio interfaces work in different devices or in a

the adjacent neighbours.

single one. In case this is made using VLANs, the VLANs used for
TCMS and OMTS may be used.

This inauguration procedure has been specified in a way that a
significant reuse of existing inauguration deployment can be reused.
Moreover, a safety analysis is being made in order to determine
safety integrity level that can be achieved by this inauguration.

FIGURE 5
RFID transceivers
architecture
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— Wireless Consist Network

When selecting the appropriate radio technology, actual radio
technologies were preselected, e.g. LTE, ZigBee, WirelessHART,

The Wireless Consist Network (WLCN) is an evolution of the ECN

UWB, Wi-Fi, ECHORING, WSAN/WISA, SHARP, 5G, WirelessHP, Wi-Fi

(Ethernet Consist Network), enabling wireless data communication

6. General requirements for corresponding wireless devices were

via radio links. In principle, the TCMS network structure is defined

defined. The complementary project Safe4Rail-2 has carried out

in the IEC 61375 standard, but not for wireless communication,

a technical evaluation based on the given requirements and the

except for T2G communication. With the specification of the WLCN

current technical development status, defining a State-Of-Art

the project is also proposing a possible extension of the standard.

technology to be used in WLCN. The following comparison, Table
1, presents an overview of the different technology key figures:

The WLCN is currently being specified in detail. In addition to the
selection of suitable technologies, an appropriate architecture

TABLE 1
Comparison of wireless
technologies for WCLN

had to be defined. Subsequently, the interfaces (physical layer)
and protocols (data layer and network layer) are defined.

WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES
REQUIREMENTS

LTE

Wireless
HART

ZigBee

UWB

Wi-Fi

WSAN/
WISA

ECHORING

Max. Bit rate

~ 100 Mbps per
traffic type

500 Mbps (UL);
300-600 Mbps
(DL)

250 kbps

250 kbps

27 Mbps

< 2.4 Gbps

10 kbps (9 nodes)
1 Mbps (5 nodes)
5 Mbps (2 nodes)

4 x 1 Mbps (UL);
1 Mbps (DL)

Max. Latency

4 – 250 ms

50 – 300 mse

> 80 ms
(25-50 nodes)

15 – 60 ms
(50-100 nodes)

N/Ad

1 - 20 ms

1 – 200 ms
(6 – 9 nodes)

5 ms
(typ.)

Medium Access

Deterministic

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

Communication
Range

30 m (1 car)

400 ma

100 ma

100 ma

20ma

200 ma

30 mb

50 ma

Max. number of
nodes

40 nodes / car

200 / cell

65000

Hundreds

N/Ad

Hundreds

<10

120

Protection
against
interferences

-

dedicated band +
MROc

DSSS

DSSS +
Freq. Hopping

Wideband
Transmission

-

Freq. Hopping

Freq. Hopping

Estimated from transmitter output power, receiver sensitivity, and intra-consist path loss model
Measured value
c.
Mobility Robustness Optimization
d.
N/A: Not Available
e.
The upper-bound latencies depend on non-deterministic delay at application level
a.

b.

The key values indicate that LTE and Wi-Fi provide the bit rate

As a conclusion, there is not only one wireless technology that

required for the WLCN, but LTE has high latency and Wi-Fi has a non-

could be used in all areas of TCMS. It makes more sense to

deterministic medium access. This means that for using LTE in the

choose the appropriate technology in terms of function, purpose,

WLCN, Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communications (URLLC)

communication parameters and cost of a device (e.g. actor, sensor,

provided by 5G should be explored; regarding Wi-Fi, deterministic

small and big display, control unit, and smart device).

extensions of the MAC layer should be used, which are currently
being developed by several research initiatives. On the other
hand, ZigBee would be unsuitable for the WLCN, due to its low
bit rate and non-deterministic access. Regarding WirelessHART,
ECHORING and WSAN/WISA, they provide deterministic access
and low latency, but they are low bit rate solutions and therefore
they could only be applicable for low bit rate TCMS traffic.

CONNECTA-2
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FIGURE 6
Architecture for
specifying WLCN

The following figure depicts a network architecture which is

Next steps consist in specifying the involved interfaces (wired and

presently used for specifying the WLCN. In general, it is based on

wireless) and the protocols to provide a fast, stable and reliable

the IEC 61375 standard and on topology solutions provided by

communication. Furthermore, aspects regarding IT security (e.g.

CONNECTA and Roll2Rail projects.

network access control or wireless intrusion detection systems),
monitoring wireless devices (status information), as well as

This architecture is made of two redundant wireless networks,

device and network configuration (WPA2, MAC filtering) need to

each of them having one Wireless Access Point (WAP) per vehicle.

be investigated and specified.

Wireless End Devices (WED) will be connected to a peer WAP, except
the Safe Wireless End Devices (WED-S), which will be connected
to two WAPs (which is a safety related design approach) in parallel,
each one from a different wireless network, and therefore will
require two wireless interfaces. On the other hand, all WAPs will be
connected to Consist Switches (CS), which will be interconnected
via a wired Ethernet Consist Network (ECN). This architecture is a
suitable solution for the NG-TCN, because it eases the integration
of different wireless technologies. In the future, architectures with
a fully radio-based WLCN could be achieved (MESH technology);
this would require deterministic and reliable communication for
non-safe, safe, and time critical devices.
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FIGURE 8
MCG logical architecture

— Train-to-ground communications
Train-to-Ground (T2G) communications are defined in the
IEC 61375-2-6 standard. The basic architecture of the T2G
communications can be seen in the following figure. The lines of
the figure not connected to any device mean that there could be
more devices connected to the bus.

As it can be seen, the MCG includes one or more interfaces for
communication with onboard devices and one or more WAN
interfaces for communication with the ground side. In between
these interfaces, there are two big functionality blocks: a set of
MCG services, and a network router. The router and MCG services
can be in the same or in separate devices. The services included
in the MCG are the following:

u uCommunication Service: provides functions for the
organization of the communication channel between train
and ground.

u uNetwork Selector Service (new in CONNECTA-2): selects
the appropriate wireless link for each of the service connection considering the MCG configuration, the characteristics of the service, and the current wireless link status.

u uTrain Information Service: supplies the GCG with information about the train (e.g. train composition derived
FIGURE 7
T2G communication
architecture

from the Train Topology Database (TTDB).

u uTrain Location Service: provides the GCG with up-to-date
information of the train location both on demand and/or

On the train, there are several End Devices (EDs) that provide
functionalities and/or information that may be of interest to
ground-side EDs. To facilitate the communications and ensure
security, direct access from ground side EDs to onboard EDs is
limited, and access is centralized through a Mobile Communications
Gateway (MCG) onboard, and a Ground Communication Gateway
(GCG) on the ground side.
The standard concerns only about the communication interfaces
of the MCG and GCG. Therefore, communications between the MCG
and onboard EDs, as well as GCG and ground EDs, are outside of
the scope for the standard.

periodically.

u uWake-up Service (new in CONNECTA-2): provides the
possibility to power-up a train which is in energy saving
mode from ground.

u uFile Transfer Service (new in CONNECTA-2): allows the
transference of files from ground to train and vice versa.

u uTelemetry service (new in CONNECTA-2): offers telemetry information about the train to the GCG with process
data quality.
The communication stack protocols used are based on the
standard internet protocols (e.g. IP, TCP, UDP, HTTP, MQTT).

The standard considers the MCG to have the logical architecture

Currently there is a review of the standard in progress as well

shown in the following Figure.

as the implementation of various of the services listed above.
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Validation of Next
Generation TCMS
Urban laboratory demonstrator
The laboratory demonstrator for an urban train application, entirely
specified and implemented by CAF, is composed of two coupled
consists, as shown in Figure 9.
Essentially, the main stages associated to the development of this
urban demonstrator can be summarized as follows:
1 — Technical specification of the urban demonstrator:
This first stage revolves around the general architecture of
the demonstrator, the selection of a series of cutting-edge
technologies investigated and selected during CONNECTA and
Roll2Rail projects, as well as the definition of components needed

2 — Design and implementation of the urban demonstrator,
after the technical contributions and knowledge gained from
the previous stage.
3 — Integration and testing of the urban demonstrator, with a view
to providing a proof-of-concept of the technologies presented above.
In more detail, the urban demonstrator is intended for the testing of:
a) Functional Distribution Framework (FDF), which constitutes
the middleware in charge of abstracting applications running
on top of it from the underlying hardware and communications,
thus facilitating the development process, software reuse and
maintainability. Likewise, the use of Application Profiles is
also a distinct advantage, as it allows harmonising the way the
Train Control and Management System (TCMS) interacts with a
specific train subsystem. The definition of this functional interface
contributes to the standardisation of the different subsystems
integration, thereby reducing engineering effort and costs.

for the demonstrator set-up in a laboratory environment (aiming
for a TRL=4).

FIGURE 9
Urban laboratory demonstrator
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b) Drive-by-Data concept. CONNECTA-2 project also stands

d) Simulation and Virtualisation Framework. The consideration

out from the point of view of safety, due to its firm commitment

of virtual validation techniques in the urban demonstrator will lead

to the use of a Drive-by-Data network architecture capable of

to reduced real testing duration and costs, due to the possibility

integrating mixed-criticality devices in the same physical network.

of performing a large number of simulated tests in advance of

The introduction of scheduled (deterministic) data traffic based

real environment testing. It must be emphasized that this set

on Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) standards, along with the

of valuable tools can be employed in different scenarios, in

employment of the redundant architecture defined for the NG-

order to test and validate both wired-TSN and wireless network

TCN, guarantee the independency between scheduled (time-

architectures, and even considering hardware-in-the-loop tests

critical) and conventional (non-time-critical) data flows with
unique train communication network, even when the network

— Regional laboratory demonstrator

is saturated by the addition of bulk conventional data. Besides,
proof-of-concept for safe train inauguration will be also provided.

The regional laboratory demonstrator represents a regional train
with consists of different provenance. The regional laboratory

c) Wireless TCMS. The proposed urban demonstrator also covers

demonstrator shall, besides dealing with particularities of the

Wireless TCMS, considering both Train-to-Ground communication

involved partners, demonstrate the interoperability of different

and Wireless Train Backbone (WLTB).

designs. For this, a train composition of three consists has been
selected where each consist is owned by one of the partners CAF,
Bombardier and Siemens Mobility (Figure 10).
FIGURE 10
Regional Lab
demonstrator design

All designs have in common the drive-by-data and functional
distribution framework features defined in CONNECTA, as
for instance selected applications (doors, HVAC) using time
sensitive networking (TSN), SDTv4 and Safe Train Inauguration
for high safety integrity. But each partner also emphasizes
specific technologies in their consist designs as it is listed
in Table 2:

CONNECTA-2
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TABLE 2
Main features of the regional lab demonstrator

CONSIST 1

CONSIST 2

CONSIST 3

Owner: Bombardier

Owner: Siemens

Owner: CAF

Basic features:
u uETB with separated train lines

Basic features:
u uETB with separated train lines

Basic features:
u uETB with separated train lines

u uTSN-aware devices
u uFDF based on AUTOSAR AP with TRDP
u uT2G communication
u uWireless consist network (WLCN

u uTSN-aware devices
u uFDF based on AUTOSAR AP with OPC-UA
u uT2G communication
u uCCTV data transmission and visualization

u uTSN-aware devices
u uFDF with own implementation

on HMI

The results

Next steps

The first phase of WP3 was about the specification of the urban

On-going Phase 2 of WP3, which started in spring 2019, is

and regional lab demonstrator architectures and the constituent

focused on the implementation of specified lab demonstrator

components. This phase ended in July 2019 with the submission of

components. Implementation is shared between CONNECTA-2

the two lab demonstrator specifications. Most important results were:

and the complementary action, Safe4Rail-2. While Safe4Rail-2
contributes not only with basic components like train backbone

u uArchitecture of the urban and regional lab demonstrators.

nodes (wired and wireless), switches and network interfaces, but
also with platform software like the AUTOSAR AP, CONNECTA-2 is

u uSpecification of network devices: train backbone nodes

developing and integrating railway specific services like SIL4 safety

(wireless and wired), consist switches and wireless

layer, safe train inauguration, transport layer protocols (TRDP and

access points.

OPC-UA). In addition, CONNECTA-2 will develop applications for door
and HVAC profiles. The activity of this Work Package will conclude

u uSpecification of network interfaces on consist and train
level (Functional Open Coupling FOC).

with a set of integration workshops whose aim will be the executions
of tests that demonstrate the functionality of specific components
and their interaction with other components.

u uSpecification of train-to-ground communication.
Another important activity of this Work Packages already started

u uIn depth specification of the Functional Distribution

in CONNECTA, will be the finalization of the train inauguration and

Framework (FDF), as for example the AUTOSAR adaptive

SDTv4 safety analysis as well as the TCMS security analysis. Last

platform (AP) for train applications.

but not least, the standardization of relevant technologies will be
launched in IEC and CENELEC as an extension to the existing TCN.

u uSpecification of simulators for ETB and sub-systems, as
well as virtualization of the complete TCMS.

u uDetailing of the beacon concept to support a safe train
inauguration
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5. KPI Assessment
within Shift2Rail

Key Performance Indicators are developed in collaboration with the
IMPACT2 project. A tree of the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) is
modelled and an integrated assessment of the impact of Shift2Rail
and especially the effect on the SPD scenarios will be performed.

The three main targets of Shift2Rail will need to be measured in

The KPI tool and methodology will be used to capture and monitor

quantifiable units. These KPIs refer on the one hand to railway

the impact of Shift2Rail, the socio-economic effects will present

industry and operators, who need to reduce costs and improve the

the challenges and chances of tomorrow and the System Platform

capacity and punctuality of the railway system. This is necessary

Demonstrators will be the basis for the demonstration of the

in order to achieve the main goal of Shift2Rail, i.e. to reach a modal

changes between today and after Shift2Rail. All the three together

shift towards rail. Therefore, on the other hand, it is also necessary

have the potential to become an indispensable decision support

to take the customer into account who should perceive the railway

for railway undertakings infrastructure managers and railway

system as an attractive mode of transport, both for passengers

operators.

and freight.
The following diagram shows the CONNECTA, 2 & 3 targets. It
FIGURE 11
CONNECTA-2 KPI

shows the comparison between the baseline and the target values:

TCMS
operational
unavailability
TCMS
maintenance
cost

TCMS coupling
time

TCMS
certification &
commissioning
cost

TCMS coupling
incompatibility

TCMS
manufacturing
cost

TCMS
equipment
cost
TCMS
engineering
cost

Baseline
Target
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Past and Upcoming
events
16th International Conference on Intelligent
Transport Systems Telecommunications (ITST2018)
October 15th – October 17th 2018
ITST 2018 intends to be the forum where academia and
industry present, discuss and share the recent advances of
telecommunications and its impact on Intelligent Transportation
System. CONNECTA-2 project presented the field tests made
during CONNECTA project for the Wireless Train Backbone and the
expected evolution of this backbone within CONNECTA-2 project.

IEEE 2nd 5G World Forum (5GWF)
September 30th – October 2nd 2019
IEEE, the world’s largest professional organization advancing
technology for humanity, is hosting the second Annual IEEE 5G
World Forum (5GWF’18) 30 September – 2 October 2019 in
Dresden, Germany. This unique event is designed to examine
key critical 5G innovations across technologies that will alter
the research and application space of the future. CONNECTA-2
projects, together with its complementary action, Safe4Rail-2,
will present wireless technologies introduced for the NG-TCMS.

12th World Congress on Railway Research
(WCRR 2019)
October 28th - November 1st 2019
The World Congress on Railway Research (WCRR) is the world’s
largest international congress on railway research. WCRR is the
only cross-thematic congress in the world dedicated to the
subject of innovation in the railway sector, addressing everyone
from railway companies to industry and research institutions.
CONNECTA-2’s members will present up to four technical papers
addressing tests made in CONNECTA project regarding NG-TCMS
and highlighting the upcoming results of within CONNECTA-2.

Mid-term conference
January 21st 2020, Brussels
CONNECTA-2 and Safe4Rail-2 mid-term conference will take
place the 21st of January in Brussels. The event will combine
presentations of results and next steps and prototype
demonstrators. Details of the event are available on the
CONNECTA-2 website.

Transport Research Arena (TRA 2020)
April 27th – April 30th 2020, Helsinki
Transport Research Arena (TRA) is the foremost European
transport event that covers all transport modes and all aspects
of mobility. TRA2020 is organised and hosted by the Finnish
Ministry of Transport and Communications, Finnish Transport
and Communications Agency Traficom, Finnish Transport
Infrastructure Agency and co-organised with the European
Commission. CONNECTA-2 project will be presented within TRA
2020.

Innotrans 2020
September 22nd – September 25th 2020, Berlin
InnoTrans is the leading international trade fair for transport
technology and takes places every two years in Berlin. InnoTrans
will take place from 22 to 25 September 2020. CONNECTA-2
project will bring to the Shift2Rail stand a demonstrator which
includes the main technology advances provided by the NG-TCMS.
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